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AbstrAct
The Internet has modified how we inter-

act with the world, disrupting our leisure, work 
model, and economy. Nonetheless, it presents an 
ossified architecture and infrastructure that may 
burden future applications. These limitations have 
led to the development of future Internet archi-
tectures (FIAs), for example, NovaGenesis (NG). 
Considering recent trend topics such as next-gen-
eration networks, software-defined networking, 
service virtualization, and 5G network slicing, 
the coexistence of disjointed architectures in a 
multi-architectural network is the key to support-
ing applications with diverse requirements. In this 
article, we present NG data and control planes for 
a programming protocol-independent packet pro-
cessor (P4)-based future Internet exchange point 
(FIXP). This proposal advances the state of the art 
by delivering a native and efficient NG control-
ler that manages a multi-architecture exchange 
point on the fly. In this article, the NG controller 
prototype orchestrates a simulated autonomous 
system with FIXP to connect NG hosts (and its 
content distribution application) dynamically. The 
obtained results validate the solution.

IntroductIon
The Internet is an essential artifact for the con-
temporary world. Over a half century, this infra-
structure has expanded exponentially to provide 
access to the most varied services, disrupting 
the economy and connecting several sectors to 
exchange essential data. In particular, the current 
global panorama has relied even more on the 
Internet. Based on some surveys, the Internet’s 
demand and data traffic increased as the world 
adapted to this new remote scenario. Unsurpris-
ingly, the complaints about Internet quality have 
also intensified.

This is not an outlier. The Internet has been 
the cornerstone of the Internet of Things (IoT) 
[1], enabling ordinary objects to exchange data 
based on sensors and actuators. Through a myri-
ad of connected devices, smart-* proposals aim to 
disrupt how we interact with the world. As exam-
ples, we can combine trends such as smart cities, 
autonomous vehicles, and wearables to create a 
digital twin from a person to an urban ecosystem. 

Moreover, over-the-top (OTT) providers, microser-
vice architectures, and legacy applications exploit 
this infrastructure to offer the most diverse ser-
vices [2]. Nonetheless, they all rely on the Inter-
net, an ossified architecture and infrastructure that 
has struggled with well-known limitations. 

Concerning the Internet evolution, there are 
two approaches to create future Internet archi-
tectures (FIAs). On one side, evolutionary efforts 
optimize the network without discarding the 
TCP/IP architecture (e.g., the shift from IPv4 to 
IPv6). Nevertheless, some say these proposals will 
never solve Internet conceptual problems, such 
as mobility, naming, and named data routing. 
Therefore, revolutionary efforts rethink the Inter-
net from a contemporary perspective, integrating 
the state-of-the-art paradigms to conceive clean-
slate architectures [3]. These proposals consider 
the lessons learned from the current Internet and 
address its limitations.

Therefore, these revolutionary proposals might 
enhance novel technologies, OTT providers, and 
microservices under new paradigms. For instance, 
named data networks (NDNs) [4] and publish-sub-
scribe Internet technology (PURSUIT) [4] are types 
of information-centric networking (ICN) that have 
content as the cornerstone and present a state-
ful routing scheme based on the content’s name 
resolution. Recursive Internet architecture (RINA) 
[5] claims that computer networks are inter-pro-
cess communication, so it provides a single-lay-
er abstraction to be recursively distributed over 
the network. Meanwhile, entity title architecture 
(ETArch) [6] establishes workspaces to meet qual-
ity of service, mobility, and security while support-
ing dynamic service allocation for its applications.

MotIvAtIon
Given this landscape, the future Internet can pres-
ent several disjointed architectures coexisting in 
the same network infrastructure, sharing the avail-
able resources to fulfill future applications and 
services. As these proposals do not support the 
same principles, it is a challenge to enable this 
environment. A future Internet exchange point 
(FIXP) can promote a multi-architectural Internet 
and exchange their data through programmable 
hardware. Moreover, the whole Internet ecosys-
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tem can benefit and profit from this by increasing 
the services’ diversity with better infrastructural 
support [2]. Nevertheless, we need to decouple 
policies from technologies on Internet gover-
nance, allowing alternative architectures to be 
offered globally without missing the Internet role 
for humanity. FIAs can evolve or revolutionize 
Internet technologies while still complying with 
globally established Internet policies.

Software-defined networking (SDN) fosters 
this multi-architectural Internet by leveraging 
reprogrammable hardware [7]. Upon segregating 
the data and control planes, network providers 
can simplify their infrastructure, support its evo-
lution natively, and optimize its overall service. 
This trend has grown by the convergence of SDN 
and next-generation networks (NGNs) while also 
enabling FIA deployment. It is also a hot topic for 
5G and post-5G mobile networks [8].

This work extends recent research that pro-
pose the NovaGenesis  (NG; https://github.
com/antonioalberti/novagenesis/) data and con-
trol planes integration through a programma-
ble FIXP with new features and improvements. 
NG presents several common features, such as 
flat identifiers, mobility, and name resolution, 
and unique concepts in the FIA landscape, such 
as protocol implementation as services, con-
tract-based operation, and semantics-rich self-or-
ganization. Upon selecting NG, we validate the 
design of a native SDN controller based on a 
representative FIA. Our solution supports NG 
novelties natively, including all these features, 
and it contrasts with the related works that pres-
ent external controllers.

reseArch contrIbutIons
The main contributions of this article are the fol-
lowing:
• Design of an innovative and native NG SDN/

NGN controller for the FIXP programmable 
Data Plane. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first FIA-native SDN controller 
developed in the literature.

• Performance evaluation of the native NG 
controller, the FIXP virtualized infrastructure, 
and the host machine. This work presents 
the obtained results to prove the feasibility 
and effectiveness of our proposal.

• It provides an unprecedented discussion 
about the design of SDN/NGN for FIAs, 
covering the FIXP methodology and compar-
ing it to some related works.

ArtIcle orgAnIzAtIon
The remainder of the article is organized as fol-
lows. The next section provides a brief back-
ground discussion. Then we cover related works 
in terms of FIA and SDN, analyzing the current 
state of the art. Following that, we highlight the 
convergence between FIXP and NG, exploring 
the essential aspects to enable this proposal. Then 
we present the proposed methodology to validate 
the performance and the obtained results. The 
final section concludes this article.

Internet evolutIon
This section focuses on the Internet evolution, 
encompassing a brief perspective of SDN and 
NG as a FIA proposal.

sdn And P4
By proposing programmable hardware, SDN fos-
ters the network infrastructure flexibility. Because 
of this paradigm, the equipment becomes mod-
eled by software, allowing the network appli-
cations to evolve through reprogrammable 
devices [7]. Hence, it segregates the data traffic 
into well-defined planes, in which the data plane 
confines the service’s data, the control plane 
ensures the control of the infrastructure, and 
the application plane fosters the network man-
agement. Through this disruption, the network 
becomes logically centralized and horizontal, 
wherein network applications update controllers’ 
knowledge to configure the forwarding devices 
dynamically.

Through this harmony, SDN ensures the evo-
lution of networks, optimizing decision making 
and providing efficient management. In addition, 
it also helps to reduce the capital and operational 
expenditure of Internet providers once the infra-
structure can be automated [7]. When contem-
plating the future of the networks, SDN can foster 
autonomous networks with the required aware-
ness to adapt accordingly to its dynamic needs 
and intent-based networks that orchestrate them-
selves based on high-level objectives. Finally, SDN 
has allowed a new level of experimentation with 
novel network proposals once researchers can 
now entirely model the device behavior.

Programming protocol-independent packet pro-
cessor (P4) architecture is an SDN example that 
enables the network forwarding devices’ program-
mability [9]. This proposal has addressed Open-
Flow limitations, ensuring greater independence 
of protocols and devices by using the concept of 
protocol-independent switch architecture. There-
fore, any P4 device becomes reconfigurable by 
describing its behavior, tables, and actions in the 
P4 program. In turn, the P4 compiler translates 
the P4 language into machine instructions for a 
network application. Even though this framework 
lacks support for native P4-based controllers, P4 
runtime provides the required application program-
ming interface (API) for supporting a customizable 
controller. Hence, any SDN controller can dynami-
cally interact and manage the data plane.

novAgenesIs
NG is a convergent information architecture that 
redesigns the Internet, integrating the state of the 
art to foster data exchange, storage, and process-
ing [10]. Protocols are implemented as services 
using a basic set of architectural components and 
design choices such as naming, name resolution, 
and life cycling. NG offers basic services for new 
protocol implementation (dynamic protocol stack-
ing) and supports services’ self-organization and 
composition. NG goes beyond traditional SDN, 
supporting a new paradigm named service-de-

Concerning the Internet evolution, there are two approaches to create future Internet architectures 
(FIAs). On one side, evolutionary efforts optimize the network without discarding the TCP/IP  

architecture (e.g., the shift from IPv4 to IPv6). On the other side, revolutionary efforts rethink the 
Internet from a contemporary perspective, integrating the state-of-the-art paradigms to conceive 

clean-slate architectures.
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fined networking, and network slices are made 
by establishing service contracts. This project 
integrates state-of-the-art ingredients to deliver an 
infrastructure that has supported IoT, software-de-
fined radio, and Industry 4.0 natively.

When starting operating, services expose 
their names, which are natural language names 
or self-verifying names (SVNs) derived from a 
cryptographic hash function. These names can 
be identifiers, locators, semantic annotations, 
or metadata. Exposing messages are periodical-
ly broadcasted to peers, fostering service offers 
based on discovered trust relations (a crucial 
feature for all software that runs outside a block-
chain). NG provides name- and contract-based 
service self-organization.

NG can be considered an NGN since it offers 
a set of expandable features for cooperative and 
distributed control and management. For exam-
ple, the proxy/gateway/controller service (PGCS) 
is a basic service for software routing, encapsu-
lating messages over legacy network protocols 
and making NG an overlay application. It also 
represents physical devices in the service ecosys-
tem, acting as a gateway between software and 
network interfaces in an operating system. PGCS 
can represent a physical switch to enable hard-
ware dynamic configuration based on established 
service contracts. Meanwhile, a specialized ser-
vice content application (ContentApp) enables 
content exchange among data sources and repos-
itories, based on PGCSs and name resolution and 
network cache service (NRNCS). User awareness 
is implemented in ContentApp, allowing self-orga-
nization of content distribution according to users’ 
preferences. This network application addresses 
the problem of self-organizing content distribution 
with integrity and provenance. Table 1 briefly lays 
out the NG and some FIXP key components relat-
ed to this work.

NG communication follows the publish/
subscribe model. PGCS encapsulates messages 
to any link-layer protocol. Every message pres-
ents the routing line, establishing its source host 
identifiers (SHIDs) and destination host identifi-

ers (DHIDs). These identifiers are the basis for 
the NG forwarding scheme with different rout-
ing strategies. Considering NGHello, it presents 
a tuple of “FFFFFFFF” as its DHIDs, characteriz-
ing a broadcast message. As PGCS can fragment 
messages to comply with the legacy technology, 
the routing line is usually present only at the first 
fragment. Meanwhile, subsequent packets only 
share the Message Identifier (MsgID) and Frag-
ment Sequence (FragSeq) fields.

With these characteristics, NG fosters our pro-
posal of developing an NG SDN controller for a 
multi-architecture ecosystem, exploiting its naming 
and name resolution features, as well as trustable 
service self-organization. Focusing on the SDN 
controller, the best option is to extend the current 
PGCS scope to orchestrate programmable hard-
ware. This service has already been applied for 
representing IoT devices in a service-defined dis-
tributed control and management solution [10].

softwAre-defIned networkIng APPlIed to the 
future Internet ArchItectures

SDN has been popularized over proposals such as 
OpenFlow and P4. The concepts related to each 
proposed FIA is beyond the scope of this work. 
Hence, we focus on how each related work exploits 
SDN, narrowing to a P4 proposal when possible.

Enhanced NDN (ENDN) [11] explores NDN 
to fulfill its stateful routing scheme, overcoming 
the P4 limitations through an architecture capable 
of handling string-based content and managing 
network slices. For evaluation, an ndnSIM simula-
tor created two different topologies with content 
consumers and producers, where ENDN control-
lers use P4 Runtime to manage Behavioral Model 
version 2 (BMv2) targets in the DP.

Focusing on optimizing recursive internetwork 
architecture (RINA) interior and border routers, 
Gimenez et al. developed a P4-based router [12]. 
The authors designed a switch capable of han-
dling RINA’s data transfer protocol with high-per-
formance demands, such as low latency, high 
throughput, and flexibility. Moreover, they investi-
gated throughput and packet losses through virtu-
al machines (VMs).

Feng et al. [13] proposed a hybrid protocol 
that enabled HTTP in ICNs. The proposal devel-
oped P4-based switches capable of forwarding 
data from both protocols, wherein proxies translat-
ed the HTTP and ICN packets before transmitting 
them on the network. Through their evaluation, 
the authors fulfill their goal, reducing redundant 
data and optimizing the data exchange.

Guimaraes et al. [14] proposed an interopera-
tion architecture for NDN, PURSUIT, and IP. Their 
architecture has two layers, in which gateways 
ensure the inter-communication and controllers 
to support the DP operation and performance. 
Through a virtualized network, the authors eval-
uated the performance in terms of fetching and 
processing time, consumed bandwidth, and mes-
sages forwarded per second.

Table 2 summarizes our analysis, presenting 
proposals that optimize FIAs or foster a multi-ar-
chitecture network, enabling the interoperation 
of heterogeneous clients, that is, any client can 
access any content in the network. None of these 
works presents its control plane for a FIXP, focus-

TABLE 1. NG and FIXP key components.

Definition (acronym) Description

Content application (ContentApp)
Specialized network service for content distribution. An NG host can be configured as a content 
source, establishing a contract to temporarily store its data, or a content repository, offering its 
storage capacity.

FIXP internal broker (FIB) FIXP abstraction layer middleware that supports the FIXP control and data plane operations.

FIXP switch (FSW) P4-based forwarding element at FIXP data plane.

Name resolution and networking 
cache service (NRNCS)

Basic service that promotes data exchange, name resolution, and network caching for name 
bindings and content objects.

NG control agent (NGCA) An NG SDN controller capable of dynamically managing FIXP Data Plane on the fly.

NG core (NGCore)
An NG peer with NRNCS to resolve names and store temporary content improving overall network 
quality of service.

NG repository (NGRepo)
An NG peer with ContentApp role of Repository, which stores content for a long period off the 
network.

NG source (NGSSrc) An NG peer with ContentApp role of Source, which presents some named content to be distributed.

Proxy/gateway/controller service 
(PGCS)

Basic service that acts as a gateway encapsulating the NG protocol into legacy link-layer 
technologies standards; as a proxy to represent physical devices; and as a controller to configure 
programmable devices.
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ing only on the data plane. Therefore, this work 
proposes an NG controller to manage a program-
mable multi-architecture FIXP data plane.

future Internet exchAnge PoInt
This section presents the FIXP architecture and the 
NG forwarding device and controller. First, it focus-
es on an in-depth analysis of the FIXP elements for 
a multi-architecture environment. Then it highlights 
the design principles for fostering the development 
of NG’s forwarding device and control agent. Final-
ly, it characterizes the current prototype.

fIxP ArchItecture
FIXP is a programmable exchange point for 
multiple communication architectures, wherein 
different Internet providers enable their clients’ 
traffic, leveraging a flexible infrastructure that 
supports their divergent services [15]. FIXP can 
be deployed as a point of presence, an Internet 
exchange point, or an overlay application as mid-
dleware for virtualized network functions and the 
underlying P4-based infrastructure. The current 
solution enables the coexistence of the current 
Internet (TCP/IP) and two FIA proposals (ETArch 
and NG), combining SDN and custom software 
through the FIXP protocol.

Figure 1 highlights the FIXP architecture that 
presents three layers. The topmost FIXP control 
layer (FCL) belongs to the FIXP control plane 
(FCP), containing heterogeneous and disjointed 
SDN controllers that provide high-level services 
to manage the network. The FIXP abstraction 
layer (FAL) represents the southbound interface 
of the FIXP protocol, abstracting the complexity 
of the FIXP data plane (FDP) and easing the net-
work management. In this layer, the FIXP inter-
nal broker (FIB) is the middleware that supports 
FCP and FDP. At the bottom, the FIXP physical 
layer (FPL) is the infrastructure layer that encom-
passes the physical topology with P4-based FIXP 
switches (FSWs). These FSWs are programmable 
forwarding devices, wherein FIXP.P4 models the 
P4 switches’ behavior, and the FIXP Rule Handler 
Service (FRHS) provides the means necessary to 
confi gure the P4 forwarding tables.

Summarizing FIXP’s internal flow, an FSW 
receives an Ethernet packet (1). FIXP.P4 analyzes 
the received packet, deciding to request guidance 
from FCP for an unknown destination (2) or for-
ward it to a known destination (12). In its turn, the 
FIB receives the FIXP Packet-in primitive (2) and 
sends this to its corresponding controller (3). Each 
FIXP SDN controller has its routing strategy to set 
the underlying FDP. These SDN controllers send 
FIXP control primitives (4) to modify its archi-

tecture’s forwarding table, and the FIB forwards 
them to the desired FSW (5). Upon receiving this, 
FRHS translates it to the P4 Runtime standard (6), 
configuring the FSW. After that, the FSW gener-
ates the FIXP Acknowledge (FAck) feedback to 
the controller (7, 8, 9). If the status is successful, 
the controller can reinsert the data packet initially 
received in (1) so that this information is not lost. 
This reinsertion fl ow is represented in (10, 11, and 
12). Hence, the set FSW can forward packets to 
the same destination without FCP intervention.

ng forwArdIng devIces And the ng control Agent
A native NG control agent (NGCA) extends the 
PGCS, supporting NG features like semantics-rich 
self-organization, broadcast, and flat identifiers. 
Moreover, this SDN controller has followed a 
bottom-up design that orchestrates the FIXP pro-
grammable data plane on the fly. Figure 2 illus-
trates the sequence diagram for the NG packet 
processing in the FIXP architecture. This fl owchart 
highlights the NGCA’s actions.

Considering NG, the FSW forwards its packets 
based on their DHID (i.e., NG destination iden-
tifier(s)) (1). As NG peers periodically expose 
their resources through NGHello broadcast, FSW 
multicasts these packets to all known NG peers 
except for its source (2). Considering an unknown 
DHID (5), FSW sets the NG reserved bytes with 
its FSW identifier (FSWID) and the FSW ingress 

TABLE 2. Comparison of SDN initiatives for future Internet architectures.

Proposal Approach Architectures Objective Technologies Network metrics

[11] Revolutionary. NDN.
Enable NDN’s routing scheme with FIB, PIT, and CS 
over network slices.

ndnSIM and P4. Latency and throughput.

[12] Revolutionary. RINA.
Optimize RINA’s interior and border router for 
high-performance scenarios with SDN.

Mininet, AWS VMs, Stratum 
Network O.S., and P4.

Throughput and packet loss.

[13] Revolutionary. TCP/IP and ICN.
Decouple HTTP protocol from TCP/IP, enabling its 
communication scheme with ICN.

Ubuntu 16.04, Mininet, P4, 
and custom proxies.

Server response load.

[14] Interoperation.
NDN, PURSUIT, 
and TCP/IP.

Create an inter-communication environment that 
enables clients to receive any available content.

VMs and custom software
Fetching time, computation overhead, 
bandwidth, and throughput.

FIGURE 1. FIXP architecture, illustrating its internal communication structure.
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port (FSWIP) upon requesting guidance from 
FCP. Based on them, NGCA can set the FDP net-
work topology on the fl y. For fragmented messag-
es with no explicit DHID, FSW exploits registers 
to retrieve the host ID from a hash function with 
the fi rst fragment’s MsgID.

NGCA draws the following strategy. At fi rst, it 
receives all the fragments to rebuild a message, 
analyzing whether it is an NGHello or not (6). 
In either case, NGCA registers the SHID, FSWIP, 
and FSWID into a database called FIXP Knowl-
edge, abstracting the FDP dynamically. NGCA 
discards an NGHello (7), since it has already been 

multicasted, or inserts the diff erent messages into 
a queue to later reinsert them (8).

When NGCA discovers how to reach a des-
tination (9), it generates the FTAdd to set the 
requesting FSW (10). For a successful FAck (11), 
NGCA updates its database (12) and reinserts any 
packet with the same DHID at the set FSW (13, 
14, and 15). From now on, the set FSW can for-
ward any packet fl ow to the same DHID without 
the controller’s guidance. 

current PrototyPe
The current FIXP prototype enables the coexis-
tence of the TCP/IP, ETArch, and NG architec-
tures. For NG, it supports NG features for service 
exposition, message fragmentation, and data 
exchange. NGCA is a controller that extends the 
native PGCS to orchestrate a dynamic FIXP net-
work topology.

Proof of concePt
In this section, a VirtualBox virtualized environ-
ment emulates an Internet provider’s autonomous 
system that connects three NG hosts through 
FIXP. Therefore, NGCA orchestrates the flexible 
P4 data planes to fulfi ll their communication.

evAluAtIon scenArIo
For evaluation, an Internet provider connects 
three NG hosts (Fig. 3). These hosts perform the 
NG content distribution network application sce-
nario, wherein one NG source (NGSrc) discov-
ers one NG repository (NGRep) and one NG 
core NRNCS (NGCore) to store 1000 photos of 
7.5 kB. After establishing a service contract, the 
NGSrc publishes photos from its ContentApp 
(1), exploiting its shared memory (2) to deliv-
er them to its PGCS. Therefore, NGSrc’s PGCS 
encapsulates the content into Ethernet packets 
to send to NGCore (3). Upon receiving the pack-
ets, NGCore’s PGCS reassembles the photos (4) 
to temporarily store them into its NRNCS (5), 
depicting an ICN web concept. Hence, NGRep’s 
ContentApp subscribes (6) to the closest avail-
able content source, that is, the NGCore. In this 
way, NGRep’s ContentApp receives the photo 
content from its PGCS (7) and its domain shared 

FIGURE 2. NG Controller and FIXP fl owchart. This image depicts the interaction between the FDP and FCP to enable the NG data 
exchange. For any incoming NG packet, the FSW can unicast, multicast, or request guidance from the NGCA to forward messages 
based on their DHID.
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FIGURE 3. FIXP evaluation with NG content and distribution application scenario, 
wherein NGSrc, NGCore, and NGRepo exchange photo content.
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memory (8), storing only the unique content. 
It is important to point out that the focus is to 
validate the FIXP capacity of abstracting and sup-
porting NG features in a reasonable time, so the 
size of the photos only impacts the number of 
packet fragments.

The evaluation considers six possible net-
work topologies for comparing FIXP per-
formance. Case 1 has a virtual network to 
interconnect NGSrc, NGRep, and NGCore, 
that is, a standard scenario without FIXP. The 
other five cases exploit FIXP with one NGCA 
orchestrating the autonomous system dynam-
ically without human intervention. The main 
difference relates to the number of FSWs at 
FDP: Case 2 presents one, Case 3 deploys 
three, Case 4 uses five, Case 5 exploits seven, 
and Case 6 applies nine FSWs to forward data 
between NG clients. As each FIB abstracts up 
to five FSWs, Cases 2, 3, and 4 require one 
FIB, while Cases 5 and 6 exploit two. In sum, 
there are three VMs in Case 1, while Case 6 
requires 15. Regardless of the case, NGCore is 
always at the center of the network.

Considering the evaluation methodology, 
performance tests encompass aspects from NG, 
FIXP, and the host machine. First, NG presents the 
round-trip time for completely publishing (RTTPUB) 
and subscribing (RTTSUB) a single photo to/from 
NGCore. Meanwhile, RTT overheads compare 
the relative latency increase from an FIXP sce-
nario to Case 1 (i.e., without FIXP). Nevertheless, 
these measurements are influenced by the virtual 
networks and NG processes.

Therefore, FSW processing time (PTFIXPSW) 
outlines the required time to forward a packet 
at each FSW. Moreover, NGCA processing time 
(PTRuleAdd) encompasses the time to add a new 
entry at the FDP and receive its feedback (Fig. 2, 
steps 9–11). Considering the host machine that 
virtualizes these network topologies, we analyze 
the machine stress by assessing the CPU and 
RAM usage for each network topology and their 
overhead, taking Case 1 as the reference.

It is crucial to highlight that the proposed 
evaluation comprises 25 experiments for each 
scenario. In each case, NG hosts exchange 1000 
photos, providing the simple average of RTTPUB 
and RTTSUB for 1000 photos with a confidence 
interval of 95 percent. Meanwhile, the PTs derive 
from the Wireshark network analyzer, which cap-
tures the NG packets required to transfer about 
100 photos, and a custom Python script helps to 
obtain the PTFIXPSW and PTRuleAdd from the net-
work log. Meanwhile, a Bash script oversees the 
host performance.

results
Table 3 synthesizes the proposed scenarios’ 
results in a Dell PowerEdge 7640 with two pro-
cessors Intel R Xeon™ Silver 4114 10 Core and 
256 GB (8x32GB) RDIMM DDR4 2667 MT/s. 
In this host, each Ubuntu Linux 16.04 VM has 20 
GB of HD, 32 GB of RAM, and three processor 
cores are connected through VirtualBox’s virtual-
ized networks.

The RTTPUB and RTTSUB present the NG per-
formance. As expected, these end-to-end mea-
surements have consistently increased as FDP 
increases in the number of FIXP instances. The 
RTT overhead is appropriate for this scenario, 
once it takes 19.7/15.1 percent at the largest 
FDP. Nevertheless, NG and VirtualBox’s process-
es impact these results.

In turn, PTFIXPSW and PTRuleAdd relate to the FIXP 
performance. The first column points out that an 
FSW takes about 6.5 ms to forward a packet to its 
destination on average. Interestingly, this is mostly 
due to the central FSW that experiences a high-
er throughput to forward data, and BMv2 might 
restrict its performance. From the tests, its PTFIXPSW 
is usually more than 5 ms, while the others FSWs 
present a value around 1 ms. Regarding PTRuleAdd, 
NGCA experiences about 126 ms to add one rule 
in the FDP and receive its respective FAck. For 
any case, it presents an average throughput of 
200 kb/s in the FDP and 11 kb/s in the FCP. As 
expected, the management throughput decreases 
as the underlying FDP is set, but NGHellos are still 
multicasted to the FCP.

The remaining columns display the host stress 
over varied virtualized network topologies. Sur-
prisingly, these parameters outline a minimum 
change (8.9 percent CPU and 8.3 percent 
RAM), and the most significant difference occurs 
between Scenarios 1 and 2 (3.6 percent CPU and 
2.8 percent RAM).

coMPlexIty And benchMArkIng AnAlysIs
The presented methodology has analyzed the 
interconnection of three NG hosts with varied 
topologies. The obtained results are promising 
once FIXP adds an acceptable overhead for the 
NG and the host machine. Regardless of the net-
work complexity, the impact seems contained. 
Nevertheless, we present a controlled throughput 
due to the virtualized setup, which hinders BMv2 
performance and can impact the quality of ser-
vice offered. This throughput is not even close 
to P4 limits, and P4-ready network switches can 
improve our findings.

For comparative purposes, it is challenging to 
compare our performance to the related works. 

TABLE 3. NovaGenesis control agent and FIXP performance results.

Topo. RTTPUB/RTT overhead RTTSUB/RTT overhead PTFSW PTRuleAdd CPU usage/overhead Memory usage/overhead

Case 1 126.7 ± 7.2ms/— 208.2 ± 10.3 ms/— 0 0 16.7/— 02.4/—

Case 2 130.5 ± 7.1ms/02.9% 215.6 ± 10.3ms /03.6% 8.7 ms ± 64.4 s 114.9 ± 08.9 ms 20.3/1.7% 05.2/117.8%

Case 3 138.2 ± 7.3ms/09.1% 237.2 ± 10.8ms /13.9% 8.6 ms ± 55.3 s 144.5 ± 23.6 ms 20.9/25.7% 05.9/147.7%

Case 4 140.7 ± 7.3ms/11.1% 225.2 ± 10.4ms /08.2% 5.9 ms ± 29.2 s 137.5 ± 07.8 ms 22.1/32.3% 07.9/230.3%

Case 5 145.1 ± 7.3ms/14.4% 224.1 ± 10.2ms /07.6% 5.6 ms ± 25.7 s 111.3 ± 02.7 ms 24.5/46.9% 09.5/292.5%

Case 6 151.6 ± 7.4ms/19.7% 239.5 ± 10.5ms/5.1% 3.6 ms ± 22.0 s 122.4 ± 05.8 ms 25.6/52.3% 10.7/343.9%
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First of all, some works are not similar since they 
do not exploit VMs or P4 ([11] and [14]). Even 
though some present P4, they have not disclosed 
their controllers’ development (e.g., a custom 
Python controller to interact with Stratum [12]). 
This choice differs from the NGCA, which is 
scalable to NG and ready with any NG Ethernet 
scenario. Furthermore, the evaluated throughput 
in [11, 12] reach up to 1 Gb/s, but this is still a 
performance aspect to be assessed on FIXP. Con-
cerning the latency, [14] experiences a higher 
overhead due to the compatibility between mul-
tiple architectures. The obtained overhead from 
[11, 13] is comparable with our solution.

FIXP infrastructure and NGCA efficiently set 
FDP on the fly. Moreover, their cooperation has 
not significantly affected the NG application. Con-
sidering the PTRuleAdd overhead, it only impacts 
the required time to set the virtual circuit’s for-
warding paths, not the content exchanged.

oPen Issues And future dIrectIons
One major open issue lies in the virtualization 
technique and the automation for conceiving 
network topologies. Even though CPU and RAM 
usages have not varied significantly, each VM 
requires 20 GB of hard disk, and each network 
connection is manually set. In addition, we cannot 
present the FIXP delays profile due to the syn-
chronization between VMs. 

Future works must consider other performance 
aspects like scalability, throughput, and packet 
loss. In such opportunities, it can exploit testbeds, 
other virtualization techniques, and P4-ready hard-
ware, avoiding the current BMv2 bottleneck.

FIXP future works may extend its scope to rel-
evant aspects, presenting the coexistence of dis-
jointed architectures, network load balancing, and 
a FIXP application layer for supporting its infra-
structure. Considering NG future works, PGCS 
can consult NRNCS to discover known alterna-
tives for forwarding traffic, allowing new routing 
techniques to take advantage of published names 
and contents. In summary, the best configuration 
of physical infrastructure is directly derived from 
services’ contracts, which could be also immuta-
bly stored in a blockchain-as-a-service (BaaS) 
approach. Artificial intelligence could also be 
trained and operate over NRNCS data or a peer 
BaaS. NG can contribute to enable an intelligent 
and adaptable forwarding plane over heteroge-
neous NG-SDN.

conclusIon
This article addresses the design of adaptable 
NovaGenesis (NG) data and control planes for 
FIXP. This work has synergy with NG-SDNs and 
NGNs in dynamically managing a programmable 
network through an environment where multiple 
architectures can coexist and provide their best 
service. NG has unique novelties that justify our 
interest in continuing this project, such as proto-
col implementation as services, contract-based 
operation, and semantics-rich self-organization. 
Our solution supports all NG features, includ-

ing the ones important for content distribution, 
such as packet fragmentation and broadcast at 
the data plane. The obtained results are prom-
ising for both our proposal and FIXP as an SDN 
multi-architecture environment. Even though 
these results represent some tens of millisec-
onds, they derive from a virtualized network, 
which may decrease with physical P4-enabled 
hardware implementations.
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